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Key to names used

Mrs B The complainant
C      Her daughter

The Ombudsman’s role
For more than 40 years the Ombudsman has independently and impartially investigated 
complaints. We effectively resolve disputes about councils and other bodies in our 
jurisdiction by recommending redress which is proportionate, appropriate and reasonable 
based on all the facts of the complaint. Our service is free of charge.

Each case which comes to the Ombudsman is different and we take the individual needs 
and circumstances of the person complaining to us into account when we make 
recommendations to remedy injustice caused by fault. 

We have no legal power to force councils to follow our recommendations, but they almost 
always do. Some of the things we might ask a council to do are:

 apologise

 pay a financial remedy

 improve its procedures so similar problems don’t happen again.

1. Section 30 of the 1974 Local Government Act says that a report should not normally 
name or identify any person. The people involved in this complaint are referred to by a 
letter or job role.

2.

3.
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Report summary
School transport
We have written this further report because the Council has so far refused to
comply with some recommendations made in our report issued on 13 March 
2019. The recommendations were made to remedy the injustice caused as a 
result of fault by the Council. We are not satisfied with its response. We have 
therefore issued this further report to highlight the continuing concerns about the 
Council’s failure to fully acknowledge its faults and remedy the injustice caused to 
the complainant. We are also issuing this further report to prevent the Council 
causing injustice to others in future as a result of similar faults.

Finding
Fault found causing injustice and recommendations made.

Recommendations
To remedy the injustice caused to Mrs B and her family and others who may be 
affected, the Council should ensure full compliance with the recommendations set 
out in the original report and provide evidence of this without delay. The 
recommendations which remain outstanding are that the Council:
• reimburse Mrs B for the actual home to school transport costs she incurred for 

C for 2016/17 together with interest based on the increase in the Retail Price 
Index from September 2017; and

• amend its Home to School Transport Policy to take into consideration the 
availability of places where the applicant applied for the nearest school at the 
time of the original admission application (regardless of preference rank).
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Introduction
1. Mrs B complained to us about the Council’s decision to refuse her younger daughter, 

C, home to school transport to the secondary school that she attends (reference: 
16 008 920). We investigated the complaint and found that the Council’s policy did not 
comply with the Department for Education’s statutory Home to school travel and 
transport guidance 2014, and it should have offered C home to school transport.

2. The Council agreed to:
• provide home to school transport for C from the date of our decision 

(4 September 2017);
• reimburse Mrs B for the actual home to school transport costs she incurred for 

C from September 2016 (up to a maximum of £700); and
• maintain its current Home to School Transport Policy for the present but review 

it within three months in light of our guidance on the matter.
3. We contacted the Council in December 2017 to check whether it had complied 

with the agreed recommendations. 
4. The Council explained that, before implementing the agreed recommendations, it 

had shared our decision with members, who had requested that external legal 
advice be sought. Based on its legal advice, it considers its policy to be lawful. It 
later contacted the Department for Education (DfE) to seek further clarification 
and considers that its correspondence with the DfE in 2018 confirms its view. 

5. The Council did not agree to revise its policy to take account of the availability of 
places where parents have not put the nearest qualifying school first. It would 
however consider exercising discretion where parents had not put the nearest 
school first if they had first researched availability and found that a place at the 
nearest school was unlikely to be available. 

6. The Council did not agree to backdate payment of C’s transport costs to 
September 2016. But, as the school she attends is now considered the nearest 
school because a previously unavailable footpath came into use from September 
2017, it offered to pay C’s transport costs for 2017/18 and provided a bus pass for 
2018/19. 

7. We did not consider the Council had undertaken a satisfactory review of its policy 
because it had not made the changes necessary to comply with the statutory 
guidance. Neither did we consider the proposed financial remedy to be 
satisfactory because it did not cover the full period in question. Nor did the 
Council acknowledge the underlying fault. As it had failed to comply with our 
recommendations, we therefore issued a report in March 2019 and recommended 
that the Council:
• continue to provide home to school transport for C to her present school from 

the date of the report (13 March 2019);
• reimburse Mrs B for the actual home to school transport costs she incurred for 

C from September 2016;
• pay Mrs B £100 as a remedy for the injustice caused by the Council’s delay in 

undertaking the agreed settlement;
• pay Mrs B interest based on the increase in the Retail Price Index on the 

transport costs incurred for 2016/17 from September 2017 when we made the 
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original decision, and for 2017/18 based on the dates that Mrs B made 
payments for school transport; and

• amend its Home to School Transport Policy to take into consideration the 
availability of places where the applicant applied for the nearest school at the 
time of the original admission application (regardless of preference rank).

Legal and administrative background
8. We investigate complaints about “maladministration” and “service failure”. In this 

report, we have used the word “fault” to refer to these. We must also consider 
whether any fault has had an adverse impact on the person making the 
complaint. We refer to this as “injustice”. If there has been fault which has caused 
an injustice, we may suggest a remedy. (Local Government Act 1974, sections 26(1) and 
26A(1), as amended)

9. The Council must consider the report and confirm within three months the action it 
has taken or proposes to take. (Local Government Act 1974, section 31(2), as amended)

10. If we do not receive a response within the agreed time, or we are not satisfied 
with the action the Council takes or proposes to take, we shall issue a further 
report. (Local Government Act 1974, section 31(2A))

11. If officers or Cabinet are minded to recommend refusal of the Ombudsman’s 
recommendations, the further report must be considered at Full Council. (Local 
Government Act 1974, section 31A(1A))

12. The Council has no locus, outside of judicial review, to dispute our decision and 
findings. (R (on the application of Gallagher and another) v Basildon District Council [2010] EWHC 
2824 (Admin))

13. Of relevance to this case, the DfE’s statutory Home to school travel and transport 
guidance 2014, states:

“At the point when transport eligibility is considered, the prospect of being able 
to secure a place in an alternative (usually nearer) school must be a real one. 
For most cases this will be during the normal school admissions round when 
places are allocated.”

How we considered this complaint
14. We produced this report after giving the Council the opportunity to provide 

evidence to demonstrate it had complied with the recommendations made in the 
previous report. The Council considered that report at a meeting of its Cabinet on 
11 June 2019 but decided not to comply with our recommendations.

Investigation
15. Mrs B complained to us in 2016 about the Council’s decision to refuse her 

younger daughter, C, home to school transport to the secondary school that she 
attends (reference: 16 008 920). It said the family had not ranked the nearest 
school as their first preference when they applied for a secondary school place for 
C.

16. We investigated the complaint and found that the Council’s policy did not comply 
with the Home to school travel and transport guidance. We did not consider there 
was any basis for the Council to require a parent to put the nearest school as a 
first preference on the school admissions form to qualify for free school transport. 
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If a parent chooses to apply in first place for a school beyond the statutory 
walking distance that is not their nearest school, the Council should not 
automatically refuse transport. This approach takes no account of whether the 
child would have had a real prospect of being offered a place at the nearest 
qualifying school and therefore whether that school is “suitable”, in accordance 
with the statutory guidance. If there would be no place available at the nearest 
school, then it could not be a suitable school. Whether parents have made an 
informed choice to apply for a school that is not the nearest qualifying school has 
no bearing on this. As the evidence showed that C would not have received a 
place at the nearer school because the school was oversubscribed, the school 
she was attending was the nearest school with places available to her. Therefore, 
we concluded that the Council should have offered C home to school transport.

17. The Council agreed to implement our recommendations but then did not do so. It 
sought advice from the DfE about its decision to have a school transport policy 
that required parents to have applied to the nearest school and ranked it as first 
preference during the admissions round. 

18. Following the letter it received from the DfE in 2018, the Council refused to agree 
with our recommendations made in our earlier decision. So, we issued a report in 
March 2019 for non-compliance with the earlier decision. 

19. In view of the “purdah” period ahead of the local elections, the report was not 
made public until 16 May 2019. We also agreed to extend the period for the 
Council to consider the report from the usual three months until the end of July 
2019, provided that no children were disadvantaged in the meantime.

20. The Council’s Cabinet considered our report on 11 June 2019. The Director of 
People - Children and Adults Services submitted a report to Cabinet. The report 
summarised our position as being that the Council’s policy is not compliant with 
the statutory guidance issued by the DfE and that there was fault causing injustice 
to the relevant family, which must be remedied.

21. The Council’s report to its Cabinet explained that:
“Having reviewed the case in line with the [Ombudsman’s] comments and 
taken external legal advice, officers are clear that the policy is compliant with 
the statutory guidance. External Counsel advice and clarification from the DfE 
supports the view of officers that the Medway Council Education Travel 
Assistance Policy [the formal name for the Council’s home to school transport 
policy] is in line with the statutory guidance.”

22. It went on to selectively quote from the letter it received from the DfE in 2018:
“[the DfE] believe it is common practice for local authorities to have such 
policies and would agree that, in general, it is an effective and acceptable 
way of ascertaining whether a child is eligible for free home to school transport 
under section 508B”.

23. The Council added the stress on the words “effective” and “acceptable” to its 
report. This stress did not appear in the original letter from the DfE. We have seen 
the full letter from the DfE. From the report to Cabinet, it does not appear that the 
Council shared the whole letter with its Cabinet to provide context to the 
comments made by the DfE.

24. Cabinet’s formal decision was:
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“The Cabinet confirmed that they approve the continued use and application of 
the current Education Travel Assistance Policy in the event of the issues raised 
by the [Ombudsman]…”

25. The Council provided its response to us on 20 June 2019 as follows:
“The Cabinet confirmed that they approve the continued use and application of 
the current Education Travel Assistance Policy in the event of the issues raised 
by the [Ombudsman]. The Cabinet also agreed to authorise the Director of 
People - Children and Adults Services, to write to the Local Government 
Association (LGA) to take on this matter as a sector wide issue (due to the 
differing manner in which each Local Authority interprets the Department for 
Education Statutory Guidance).”

“The reason for this decision is that officers are of the view that the Medway 
Council’s Education Travel Assistance Policy is compliant with the DfE 
statutory guidance. All independent advice received from the DfE and external 
counsel supports this view.”

26. The Council has since reimbursed C’s travel costs for the 2017/18 academic year, 
with interest, and paid the complainant a further £100 as agreed. However, it has 
declined to reimburse C’s travel costs for 2016/17 or to change its policy.

Our comments
27. The Council’s response is similar to the comments it previously made to us before 

we issued our report for non-compliance with the recommendations with which 
the Council had previously agreed.

28. In relation to the recommendation to members that the Council continue to apply 
its present policy, the report to Cabinet referred to the letter from the DfE and 
stated:

“Officers’ position has consistently been that the Education Travel Assistance 
Policy is in line with and compliant with all statutory guidance issued by the 
DfE. This position is borne out by previous LGO decisions, external Counsel 
advice and clarification from the DfE themselves.”

29. We had already seen the DfE’s letter and considered its contents in full before we 
made our earlier decision that there was fault in this case. We came to our view 
that there was fault and the Council’s policy was flawed based on the statutory 
guidance, evidence from the Council and the letter from the DfE.

30. We have since met with representatives of the DfE, who are content that the 
whole letter is produced (a copy is appended). At the start of the letter from the 
DfE sharing its policy view, we note the DfE states: “This matter is complex, 
though, and we do not believe there is a clear right or wrong answer. Ultimately, 
interpreting the law is a matter for the courts.” We have not sought to determine 
the law. We have come to our view in our role as Ombudsman that the Council is 
at fault. The Council has not persuaded us to change our view. 

31. Our view remains that as long as a parent has applied for the nearest school 
somewhere within their preferences on the school admissions form, when a 
parent then asks for school transport, the Council should consider if there had 
been a real prospect of the child securing a place at the nearest school. In some 
cases, there would have been a real prospect but, in this case, we were satisfied 
that the evidence showed there was no real prospect of C attending the nearer 
school and the school she was attending was the next nearest with places 
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available. As a result, she was entitled to free home to school transport from 
September 2016. 

32. The Courts have confirmed that the Council cannot challenge our findings on 
fault. It was clear that the Council was aware from its report to its Cabinet that the 
only route to challenge our decision that there was fault was by a judicial review. 
As it decided it was not appropriate to challenge us by judicial review, and it is 
now out of time to do so, it must therefore accept our findings on this matter. 
Therefore, we find that the Council's consideration of the report was procedurally 
flawed. The Council’s response suggests that it is, to a substantial extent, 
attempting to reject and dispute the findings in our original decision, rather than 
the recommendations in the subsequent report.

Decision
33. The original investigation into this complaint was completed and a decision 

statement issued, which explained the faults that had occurred and the resulting 
injustice. We made recommendations to remedy that injustice which the Council 
accepted. The Council then declined to implement those recommendations, so 
we issued a report with further recommendations. The Council has so far rejected 
some of those recommendations. We have therefore issued a further report.

Recommendations
34. To remedy the injustice caused to Mrs B and her family and others affected by its 

policy position, the Council should make the necessary arrangements to ensure 
full compliance with the recommendations set out in the original report and 
provide evidence of this without delay.
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Appendix

Letter from Department for Education to Medway Council

Department for Education
Bishopsgate House
Feethams
Darlington
DL1 5QE
Tel: 0370 000 2288
www.gov.uk/dfe 
Email enquiry form:
www.education.gov.uk/contactus/dfe 
Date: 16 April 2018
Your Ref: IS/CHW/0828

Dear Mr Sutherland,
Thank you for your letter of 20 February 2018, regarding home to school transport 
and requesting clarification on the interaction between the expression of parental 
preference as part of the school application process and the consideration of 
eligibility for home to school transport.
The Local Government Ombudsman is independent of government. We are not 
party to the internal guidance to which you refer, and it would not be appropriate 
for us to comment on their decision. We are, however, happy to share our policy 
view with you and hope that it will be helpful. This matter is complex, though, and 
we do not believe there is a clear right or wrong answer. Ultimately, interpreting 
the law is a matter for the courts. 
As you will know, section 508B of the Education Act 1996 requires local 
authorities to provide such free home to school transport as they consider 
necessary to facilitate the attendance at school of eligible children resident in their 
area. Schedule 35B of that Act and paragraph 1.3 of the transport guidance sets 
out the various categories of ‘eligible child’. In particular, a child aged under 8 is 
eligible for free home to school transport if they attend the nearest qualifying 
school at which they can secure a place, and it is more than 2 miles from their 
home. A child aged 8 or over is eligible if they attend the nearest qualifying school 
at which they can secure a place, and it is more than 3 miles from their home. 
Under this category, a local authority would not be required to provide free home 
to school transport for a child who attends a school which is not their nearest 
qualifying school if it would have been possible for them to obtain a place at a 
nearer school. Local authorities also have discretion to provide transport under 
section 508C of the Education Act 1996 to children who are not otherwise eligible. 
We note that Medway Council’s policy is to only provide a child with free transport 
to a school which is not their nearest qualifying school if their parents have named 
the nearest qualifying school as a higher preference on their school application 
form, and been refused a place at that school. We believe it is common practice 
for local authorities to have such policies and would agree that, in general, it is an 
effective and acceptable way of ascertaining whether a child is eligible for free 
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home to school transport under section 508B. Where a parent properly 
understands the circumstances in which their child would be eligible for free 
transport and nevertheless expresses a higher preference for another school than 
the nearest school, this may reasonably be taken to indicate the availability of free 
transport is not an important factor in their choice of school. 
Matters are not so straightforward, however, when local school admission 
arrangements and patterns of oversubscription mean there is little or no chance of 
a child being offered a place at their nearest qualifying school. Applying the policy 
you describe may cause unfairness for parents, as they would be required to use 
one of their limited number of preferences on a school at which they were unlikely 
to be offered a place. 
In addition, it may be that applying such a policy would result in the local authority 
refusing free transport to a child that they would have deemed eligible had their 
parents applied for their nearest school. As you say, the school application 
process and the consideration of eligibility for free transport are separate. They 
do, however, interact with one another. It is not possible to know what view the 
courts may take on this matter. However, it is not clear that a child who would 
otherwise be eligible for free transport is not eligible because their parent did not 
express a preference for a school at which they were unlikely to secure a place. 
In circumstances such as these, therefore, local authorities may wish to consider 
putting in place a transport policy that enables children to receive free transport to 
an alternative school without the need for their parents to express a preference to 
their nearest school. Alternatively, they could consider whether any adjustment to 
local admission arrangements might be possible. 
It is, of course, for local authorities to satisfy themselves that they are meeting 
their statutory obligations, seeking their own legal advice where necessary. This 
letter, therefore, represents our policy view, and should not be taken as legal 
advice. I hope that it is helpful, nonetheless. 
Yours sincerely,

Amanda McKenna
Home to School Transport Policy
School Infrastructure and Access Division
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